[Sprint 91] Release: 10/04/2023

**Sprint Details**
- Development: Sep 6, 2023 - Sep 19, 2023
- UAT: Sep 21, 2023 - Sep 27, 2023
- Release: Oct 4, 2023

**Sprint Goals**
- Mad Hatter Guide Flow Builder
- Circle support for Hello Alice Community
- Tech Debt: Component Library set-up
- Tech Debt: Deprecating legacy components & user models

**What's new?**
- Add what's new to owners or MH users

**Improvements & Bug Fixes**
- add any improvements or bug fixes

**What's next?**
- what's planned for next sprint or 2

---

**Release notes - Hello Alice Core - [HAC] Sprint 91 \(10/4\)**

**Story**
- HAC-9879 MH: Hide/Unhide a Program
- HAC-12679 Guide flow: Node workspace
- HAC-12758 Update image size limit & validation in business profile image uploader
- HAC-12769 Update image size limit & validation in personal profile image uploader
- HAC-12872 5. GFB: Modal for guide step
- HAC-12969 \[stub\] MH Component: Modal

**Task**
- HAC-11721 \[WR\] Rename v3\_milestones table
- HAC-11722 \[WR\] Rename v2\_milestones\_activities database table
- HAC-11724 \[WR\] Rename owner\_milestone\_enrollments database table
- HAC-11726 \[WR\] Rename owner\_milestones\_activities database table
- HAC-11820 Update Communities Admin to use new AppContext
- HAC-11825 Update BFHS Report Component to use new AppContext
- HAC-11827 Update ViewBusinessProfile to use new AppContext
- HAC-11828 Update Checkout to use new AppContext
HAC-11829 Update Coaching to use new AppContext
HAC-11831 Update NewPost to use new AppContext
HAC-11832 Update PostReply/viewModel to use new AppContext
HAC-11833 Update ReplyCard to use new AppContext
HAC-11834 Update PostDetail/viewModel to use new AppContext
HAC-11835 Update CommunityNav to use new AppContext
HAC-11836 Update OverviewContent to use new AppContext
HAC-11850 Update HealthScoreSurvey model to use new AppContext
HAC-11852 Update ProfilePage to use new AppContext
HAC-11855 Update resources.test to use new AppContext
HAC-11874 Update BFHSReportGuard model to use new AppContext
HAC-11876 Update CCApplicationRoute to use new AppContext
HAC-11878 Update CommunityMeta to use new AppContext
HAC-12170 [WR] Remove Expertise data model from WR codebase
HAC-12171 [WR] Remove Faq data model from WR codebase
HAC-12172 [WR] Remove Goal data model from WR codebase
HAC-12173 [WR] Remove GuideFeedback data model from WR codebase
HAC-12174 [WR] Remove InformalAnswer data model from WR codebase
HAC-12177 [WR] Remove Interest data model from WR codebase
HAC-12203 [WR] Remove List data model
HAC-12214 [WR] Remove Promotion data model
HAC-12236 [WR] Remove ResourceClick data model
HAC-12610 [WR] Upgrade WR to Ruby 3.0
HAC-12677 2. Guide flow builder: Retrieve data from guides using query
HAC-12776 [WR] Update restriction on WR of image file size limit in personal profile image uploader
HAC-12778 [WR] Update restriction on WR of image file size limit in business profile image uploader
HAC-12806 [WR] Migrate historic grant data to Fluxx
HAC-12881 Setup Component Library Package
HAC-12882 Environment variable set-up for Circle Sandbox
HAC-12942 [HAC Sprint 91] Verification Testing
HAC-13004 [stub] General UI updates for grant app form builder
HAC-13025 Update Dashboard Header to use new AppContext
HAC-13043 Performance Test- SaveOnBoarding
HAC-13053 Setup Component Library Design Token Sync
Bug

HAC-12875 [WRJ] Uploaded images being deleted in grant applications

HAC-12933 [WRJ] Character limit results in 500 Error for Grant Builder +

HAC-12988 Cohort Id Comparison Case-Insensitive